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World is changing. World 

has already changed.

New world appeared, cause people started to want more, 

started to seek, started to demand from life new resources, 

new offers, new flows.

Cryptocurrency came to this world as iconic step. Iconic 

step, that humanity is developing and doesn’t want to 

stand on the same place anymore. 

We all pushing each other for the changes, for the new 

achievements, for the qualitatively new level of life. New 

world with its new set up is demanding for the change of 

the system and resources, which we use. That’s why we 

would like to introduce for Your attention unique in its kind 

idea: platform, which will unite all the people around the 

world.
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”Unseen red thread is uniting those, who meant to 

meet… AKAIITO is uniting.”
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Market overview

For the most time of its history humanity has been using goods barter as a base for selling and buying. 

Fiat money – much later inventory, they appeared only approximately 1000 years ago. For today fiat money are dominant kind of 

money. But it is definitely not the last chapter in money turnover history. Cryptocurrencies are not goods, not fi-at money, but absolutely 

new type of money.

Cryptocurrency – distributed and decentralized system of digital money safe exchange, based on cryptography. Digital money of that 

system can be exchange for fiat money based on market rate.

Two main innovations, thanks to which cryptocurrency has appeared and based on which the entire existence of cryptocurrency 

became real – solution for two long known problems: “problem of double spending’s” and “Problems of Byzantine generals”.

Double spending’s – forgery of purchasing power, same as counterfeiting. 

Until recently the only way to come over problem of double spending’s has been third part participation in transaction – trusted

intermediary (for ex.: banks, state attorneys etc.)

“Problems of Byzantine generals” – in cryptology task of interaction of remote subscribers, which got orders from one centre. Part of 

subscribers, including centre, can be intruders. One united strategy of actions, which will be advantageous for subscribers, should be 

build up.
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Market overview

Market capitalization of cryptocurrencies is permanently growing. Many of digital assets have 

reached own record high rates. Grow of market capitalization was only the question of time. All 

that became possible thanks to fast-moving grow of Ethereum, Bitcoin and its forks, as well as alt-

coins. 

According to public information currently are registered more than 20 millions crypto wallets. Released 

review of Juniper Research is announcing, that amount of bitcoin transactions and altcoins has grown more 

than 2 times since 2014: from 24,7 million in 2014 to 56 million in 2017. 

Huge influence on crypto community have has alternative coins. The amount of 

ICO projects, which came to the world during year 2017, has as well influence on 

this spike of grow. First major mark was passed in June 2017, when market 

capitalization of cryptocurrencies has passed number of 100 billion of US dollars. 

After that grow has slowned down for some time. Doubling has 

happened only in the beginning of November 2017, when the 

capitalization of all digit assets has reached 200 billion of US 

dollars. Al-ready after 4 weeks market capitalization has grown 

to 304 billion of US dollars and it is continuing to grow every 

minute. For the present moment (26.12.2017) market 

capitalization is 600 billions US dollars.
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Market experienced cosmic grow from the beginning of 2017. For 1st of January of 2017 

total value of all cryptocurrencies haven’t been exceeding 18 billion of US dollars. 

Cryptocurrency boom means accretion of big amount of capital. Despite that fact no one 

has prepared community for the future. In particular, nobody was expecting such 

impetuous growth. Just think about it: 1600% just in 12 months. Year 2017 has become a 

runaway for bitcoin, its forks and altcoins. 

Such a rough growth of cryptocurrency market is demanding an opportunity for using it in 

real world. Exactly for that purpose AKAIITO is created. 

From 1000 owners of cryptocurrencies not more than 50 are really using it. There is nowhere 

to actually use it. Problem of the market is obvious.

Problem of Market 
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Solution for the Problem 

AKAIITO is complex of platforms united in one resource, which is 

allowing to live in real world by using new currency –

cryptocurrency. This is unique opportunity to buy goods, to rent 

cars and apartments, to use different services and help of 

specialists from nanny to lawyers, by using crypto money.
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AKAIITO
Powerful platform based on blockchain system, functioning on smart contract 

technology and uniting in itself many fields of life.

0403

0201Market
trade of goods between users

Services
provision of services between users

Rent
cars and apartments rent between users

Map
overview of food places, entertainment, 

service places etc., where is possible to 

pay with cryptocurrency
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Proccess

Seller is presenting own merchandise, 

estimating the price for it. Buyers is 

finding the merchandise and buying it 

for cryptocurrency (AIC). 

Goods 

All the goods will be divided on 

categories for more convenient 

search.

Taxation

Taxation will happen accordingly 

to user country of location 

legislation.

Price

Token rate will be fixed for the moment 

when buyer is agreeing to buy the 

good. 

Seller can designate fixed price or 

floating price, based on exchange (risk 

of price decrease or increase 

according to exchange adjustments 

should be taken into account).

Reviewing

Reviews System will be related for 

buyers same way as for sellers.

Blocking

Online market AKAIITO will 

categorically adhere to strict policy 

what comes to blocking of illegal 

goods and dishonourable users, 

what will give to other users safety 

feeling.

Online Market
Online market will be main platform for the users, who want to buy or sell goods 

with the use of cryptocurrency.
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Online Market

Principles and functioning.

▪ Every user can create own account with seller cabinet for products exposure. 

▪ Retail selling of units with the price till 10 AIC is allowed to everyone.

▪ For selling more expensive goods You need to improve Your rating by getting positive review/score after

every confirmed and closed deal. Score should be not less than 7 points out of 10, only such level scores will be

taken into account for general positive rating of the seller. Every 5 positive scores not less than 7 points are 

giving an opportunity to expose for selling more expensive goods, by principle 5 points=+5 AIC for maximum 

allowed price for the selling goods.

▪ Calculations will be done in AIC. For convenience there will be provided built-in calculator, which will show 

value of price in any other currency based on current exchange rate.

▪ By buying AIC tokens in initial sale, You can, not just maximally profitable to buy goods and services on 

AKAIITO platform, but as well to trade with AIC on exchange markets and gain the profit.

▪ Options of getting positive rating for an opportunity to sell more expensive goods:

1. Selling cheaper goods from the very beginning.

2. Selling more expensive goods, but with maximum allowed price point. Good price point can be

a good surprise for the buyers, who will definitely reward You will good score and positive review.

For those users, who doesn't want to set lower prices for their products for getting positive reviews and ratings and want to sell without any restrictions, 

there is also an option to deposit and freeze funds in their wallet on our platform. Minimum amount of deposit is 500 AIC. Deposit will be released 

proportionally 1/10 for the price of every sold good (if score and review are according to positive standard of AKAIITO: 7 out of 10). Deposit is released at 

the moment of successful deal closure: when delivery QR code is scanned and review is given.

With other words: all deposit tokens will be returned to Your accounts, when required level of positive rating will be reached.

Wholesale selling.

▪ In that case we are not setting up any restrictions regarding the amount and pricing.

▪ Deposit should be transferred to own wallet in AKAIITO platform with AIC in amount, which will be settled by AKAIITO after getting filled form and review 

of request for being wholesale seller.

Possibly minimum pass score can seem too rough criterium for seller’s positive rating gain, but we sincerely believe, that to be able to guarantee high 

quality of services and products, which are offered in our platform, this system is vital. 

Our aim is to make every user not just loyal, but happy user of AKAIITO platform. Rough criteriums are not canceling decentralization system, their aim is to 

regulate relations between the users and to up keep correct path of development for platform of the future which we need already today - AKAIITO. And 

as well to build up trustworthy relations between all, who are with us.
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Deal
Based on Smart contract

0
1
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0
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NB! If QR code won’t be scanned, 

delivery will be send back to seller.

In that case seller will get own 

product back and tokens for 

postal spending's (has been 

transferred earlier) plus 

compensation.

Buyer will get left amount of tokens 

(excluding postal spending's and 

compensation for seller) back.

During production principles of 

work can change with the purpose 

of making platform the most 

comfortable, safe and trustworthy.

Sellers and buyers are 

agreeing about the 

deals on AKAIITO 

platform with use of 

smart contract.

Buyer’s tokens are booked 

in full value.

At first seller is getting 

tokens only for postal 

spendings (will be 

designated by seller 

based on location and 

specification of good).

Seller is sending 

delivery to buyer.

After QR is scanned deal is 

closed and tokens are 

trasnferred to seller.

Buyer to be able to 

get delivery, should 

scan QR code, which 

will be given to him by 

postman or carrier.

0
2
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Service

The main idea of this part of AKAIITO: 

by services are meant all kind of works, 

starting from hairdresser and ending 

with lawyer.

Thanks to this part of AKAIITO platform 

a lot of people will be able to find 

needed help in any field of life.

Categories

Services will be divided on 

categories for more convenient 

search.

Taxation

Taxation will happen accordingly 

to user country of location 

legislation.

Price

Token rate will be fixed for the moment 

when buyer is agreeing to buy the 

good. 

Seller can designate fixed price or 

floating price, based on exchange (risk 

of price decrease or increase 

according to exchange adjustments 

should be taken into account).

Reviewing

Reviews System will be related for 

users offering services same way as 

for users ordering services.

Blocking

Online market of services 

AKAIITO will categorically adhere 

to strict policy what comes to 

blocking of illegal services and 

dishonourable users, what will 

give to other users safety feeling.

Online services
Online market of services will be irreplaceable platform for those, who needs help 

of specialists and for those, who can provide this help.
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After job is done, service 

seller is scanning QR code 

from the buyer (on AKAIITO 

platform). That action is 

confirming, that deal is 

done.

Deal
Based on Smart contract

0
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NB! Seller  has an opportunity to 

settle a system of pre pay. In 

particular: to settle percentage, 

which should be paid before 

delivering the service.

During production principles of 

work can change with the purpose 

of making platform the most 

comfortable, safe and trustworthy.

Service seller is posting 

his ad and designating 

price for own service.

Buyer is ordering the service. 

Based on smart contract 

tokens of buyer are getting 

booked in full amount, but 

transaction is not completing 

until work is done.

Booked tokens are 

transferred to service 

seller and deal is 

closed.

In case of outsource 

services process is the same. 

One difference: instead of 

QR scan on the last stage of 

the deal confirmation of 

service fullfilment need to 

be confirmed on AKAIITO 

platform.
0
2
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Online Car Rent

Token rate will be fixed for the moment 

when renter is agreeing to rent a car. 

Lessor can designate fixed price or floating 

price, based on exchange (risk of price 

decrease or increase according to 

exchange adjustments should be taken into 

account).

Especially convenient to use during 

travelling for car rent.

Every lessor or renter can influence on each 

other reputation by leaving to him/her 

review or score, but only after the deal is 

closed.
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When lessor and renter 

meet, lessor is giving the 

keys and renter is 

scanning QR code from 

lessors device. By this 

action first step of the 

deal is confirmed. 

Deal
Based on smart contract

0
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NB! If lessor will find damage on 

the car made by the renter: 

deposit tokens will be transferred 

to lessor for covering insurance 

cost.

During production principles of 

work can change with the purpose 

of making platform the most 

comfortable, safe and trustworthy.

Renter is searching for a 

suitable option and 

booking a car. 

Based on smart contract 

renter’s tokens are getting 

booked in full amount for 

rent and additionally deposit 

amount (lessor is designating 

an amount of deposit). 

Tokens for the rent are 

transferred to lessor, deposit 

tokens are booked in Smart 

contract.

When car is returned, 

lessor is checking the 

car and scanning 

second QR code. By this 

action lessor is 

confirming that there is 

no problems with the 

car and debit can  be 

transferred back to 

renter. 

0
2
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Online appartment rent

Token rate will be fixed for the moment when 

renter is agreeing to rent an apartments. 

Lessor can designate fixed price or floating 

price, based on exchange (risk of price 

decrease or increase according to 

exchange adjustments should be taken into 

account).

Especially convenient to use during travelling 

for apartment rent.

Every lessor or renter can influence on each 

other reputation by leaving to him/her 

review or score, but only after the deal is 

closed.
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When lessor and renter 

meet, lessor is giving the 

keys and renter is 

scanning QR code from 

lessors device. By this 

action first step of the 

deal is confirmed. 

Deal
Based on Smart contract

0
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NB! ! If lessor will find damage or 

something will be broken in 

apartments by the renter: deposit 

tokens will be transferred to lessor 

for covering insurance cost.

During production principles of 

work can change with the purpose 

of making platform the most 

comfortable, safe and trustworthy.

Renter is searching 

for a suitable option 

and booking an 

apartments. 

Based on smart contract 

renter’s tokens are getting 

booked in full amount for 

rent and additionally deposit 

amount (lessor is designating 

an amount of deposit). 

Tokens for the rent are 

transferred to lessor, deposit 

tokens are booked in Smart 

contract.

When renter is checking out, 

lessor is checking that flat is 

ok and scanning second QR 

code. By this action lessor is 

confirming that there is no 

problems with the car and 

debit can  be transferred 

back to renter. 

0
2
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Locations with possibility to pay with 

cryptocurrency will be shown on the map in every 

city around the world, where You will visit.

Online Map

This part of AKAIITO platform will be including: 

cafeterias/restaurants, cinemas, entertainment 

places, as bowling and exit rooms, etc.

Depending on chosen category on the map will 

appear location signs with address and list of 

acceptable for pay cryptocurrencies. 
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01 ALL in ONE

Project AKAIITO is unique. AKAIITO platform will unite in itself all what is necessary 

for effective and convenient use of cryptocurrencies.

No doubt, that there are many good applications around, which are meant to use 

cryptocurrency in real life. What we want is to have all possible “must have” parts 

available in distance of only one click.

Massive community using one powerful platform – this is our aim and vision.

02 Safe Shopping

Opportunity for reviewing. Every user can influence of reputation of other user by leaving 

review or score, but only after the deal is closed. 

Smart Contract will follow interests of both parts of deal.

- When buying payment tokens will be booked.

- When product is delivered buyer, by scanning QR code, is confirming that he/she 

got the delivery and deal can be successfully closed. After that tokens are transferred to 

the seller. This function is guaranteeing purity of the deal.

03 Low Comission Commission is only 3%. From those 3%, will be returned for the buyer 1% in AIC’s by system of cash 

back. So, basically commission is just 2%.

Why AKAIITO?

Stimulating reward program, when 1% of total purchase amount will be returned to buyer after the deal is 

closed. Every buyer, who has confirmed the deal and reviewed the seller will get back 1% of total purchase 

amount.

For example: John bought product for 15 AIC. After the deal is ended, John will get back to his wallet 1% of 

total purchase amount = 0,15 AIC.

04 Cash back
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Used Technologies

Certificate of safety 

(SSL)

Smart Contract P2P Decentralization Mobile availability 

Safety Technology for 

encryption between 

server and browser. 

https://github.com/Akaiito

Official/AKAIITO

Decentralized model of 

communication model, when 

every part of contract/deal 

has equal rights and every 

part can initiate session of 

communication. 

Process of distribution 

and dispersion of 

functions, power, 

people or goods 

regardless location of 

centre or power.

AKAIITO platform will be 

available not only in Your 

computer, but as well as app in 

Your mobile phone, what makes 

platform convenient, flexible 

and easy to use. You can sign 

into the system in any time by 

having only mobile phone. 

AKAIITO will be always 

reachable just in one click 

distance. 

https://github.com/AkaiitoOfficial/AKAIITO
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AIC tokens sale

For successful realization of AKAIITO project will be launched sale of AIC tokens. AKAIITO will 

release 30 million of AIC tokens. For Sale will be released 22.5 million of AIC tokens. The whole 

amount of tokens sale will be divided into 2 steps: Pre ICO and ICO. 

During Pre ICO sale will be released 1 million of AIC tokens and during ICO sale will be released 

21.5 million of AIC tokens (amount of released AIC tokens will depend on ETH rate).

АIC tokens

During sale token price will be 0,001 ETH. For 1 ETH can be bought 1000 of AICOINS. Minimal 

purchase is 0,001 ETH. For realization of the project it is necessary to have from 1000 to 20 000 ETH or 

equivalent in other cryptocurrencies based on current rate.

Tokens 

Distribution
AIC Share

Tokens amount 30 000 000 100 %

Sale of tokens Up to 22 500 000 75 %

Marketing Up to 2 100 000 7 %

Bounty, 

consultants
Up to 900 000 3 %

Team Up to 4 500 000 15 %

Pre ICO

Tokens amount 1 000 000

Price 1 ETH = 1000 AIC

Minimum purchase 10 AIC = 0,01 ETH

Bonus 60%                     1AIC=1,6AIC

Period 14 days

Start 12.02.2018

End 25.02.2018
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PRE ICO

Distribution of 

tokens sold during 

Pre ICO:

During Pre ICO will be released 1 million of AIC tokens. Tokens will be 

sold with 60% bonus: for every 1 AIC will be added 0.6 AIC, what will 

summarize to 1,6 AIC.  

Before launch on exchange markets tokens can not be sold over. 

Duration of Pre ICO is 2 weeks. If 1 million of AIC tokens (1 000 ETH) will 

be sold our earlier, Pre ICO will be stopped earlier as well.

85 %

10 %

5 %
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During ICO will be released 21,5 million of AIC tokens. Bonuses from 40% to 5% will depend on level 

of sale. Special 40% bonus will be available only during first 48 hours. During later levels of sale 

bonuses amount will decrease.

ICO

Total value of released for sale tokens is 20 000 ETH. If minimum value (soft cap) of 1 000 ETH won’t 

be reached will be initiated search of alternative in-vestment sources for project development.

ICO

Special 

Bonus

First 48 hours: 40 % 1 AIC = 1,4 AIC

Level 1 First week 30 % 1 AIC= 1,3 AIC

Level 2 Second week 20 % 1 AIC = 1,2 AIC

Level 3 Third week 10 % 1 AIC = 1,1 AIC

Level 4 Fourth week 5 % 1 AIC = 1,05 AIС

Sale Fifth week-… 0 % 1 AIC = 1 AIC

Tokens amount 30 000 000

Price 1 ETH = 1000 AIC

Minimum purchase 10 AIC = 0,01 ETH

Minimum (SOFT CAP) 1000 ETH

Maximum (HARD CAP) 20 000 ETH

Start 10.03.2018

End 15.04.2018

Smart contract https://github.com/cromleh

g/AKAIITO

https://github.com/cromlehg/AKAIITO
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Distribution of funds

Marketing

Project development

Legal services

Operational costs

SOFT CAP

Associated wages

60%

20%

10%

5%

5%

Marketing

Project development

Legal services

Operational costs

HARD CAP

Associated wages

65%

10%

20%

2,5%

2,5%
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Investment Bonuses

(BIG DEAL BONUS)

For big investments will be used ladder system of bonuses. 

Bigger investment amount – bigger percent of ac-crued

bonuses (bonuses are calculated from in-vestment 

amount):

• 10-50 ETH: bonus 1%

• 51-100 ETH: bonus 2%

• 100 - 150 ETH: bonus 3%

• 151 - 200 ETH: bonus 5%

• 201 - 300 ETH: bonus 8%

• 301 - 1000 ETH: bonus 10%

• 1001 - 1500 ETH: bonus 15%

• 1501 ETH and more : bonus 20%

Partner program of bonuses

(FRIENDS BONUS)

Partner program of AKAIITO is giving an opportunity for those people, who want to get additional 

AIC tokens. AIC tokens can be earned by attraction of new investors/partners into the project.

Flexible conditions of partner program are giving opportunities for additional income for 

small and big investors, who can attract own friends and partners and get extra AIC 

tokens for that.

Bonuses

Investor, when attracting new partner into the project, will get bonus of 2% 

from total invested amount. In one condition: value invested by new partner 

should be bigger, than amount invested by investor himself. 

Minimum purchase for participation in Friends Bonus is 5 ETH. 

Example:

Steven invested into AKAIITO project 10 000 AIC (10 ETH), offered to Tom and 

Lucy to participate in AKAIITO project as well.

Tom and Lucy have invested into AKAIITO project 12 000 AIC (12 

ETH) and mentioned in Smart Contract their partner (wallet number 

of Steven). After Tom’s transaction is done, Steven will  get 

Friends Bonus to his wallet with total amount of 400 AIC’s 

(0,4 ETH). The same process will happen in case of Lucy. 

Total Friends Bonus for Steven in the end of all 

transactions will be 800 AICs (0,8 ETH), which he will 

get to his wallet. 

*This bonus system is written in Smart Contract.

+1% +2% +3% +5% +8% +10% +15% +20%

10 ETH 51 ETH 101 ETH    151 ETH    201 ETH    301 ETH    1001 

ETH    

1501 

ETH    
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ROADMAP
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2018/2019

Future
Project AKAIITO is having long term plans for existence. Therefore, we have a lot of plans for development of 

platform in the future after launch. Here are some ideas for future development:

Rent

After launch, there will be two categories under “Rent” part 

of AKAIITO: car rent and apartment rent.

But we see as well big potential in development new 

category: “equipment rent”.

For example: You want to start doing professional photo 

shooting and for that You will need pro pho camera. Of 

course, there is no sense to buy expensive pro pho camera 

immediately, because it is better to have rented pro photo 

camera for first try. This opportunity will be provided for You 

by AKAIITO. An important advantage is, that it can be 

done by using Your cryptocurrency.

Map

In the future, we want not only to locate the 

places, where cryptocurrency is accepted as a 

payment, but as well provide AKAIITO users with 

unique discounts.

Idea

Idea of AKAIITO is to be a maximum comfortable 

platform for users.

That’s why ideas for development AKAIITO will as well 

dip out from own users. There will be created special 

forum for users for collecting ideas for development. 

The main question in the forum will be: “What You 

would like to see in AKAIITO? What are You missing  

and what You would like to change/improve?” 

Development of AKAIITO users is development of 

AKAIITO.
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We all know what to do with “old” money. Cryptocurrency 

is in majority of cases just waiting for its own hour of glory in 

our wallets. 

We passed to next qualitative level of life, but why we still 

don’t know how to use resources, which are given to us by 

this new level?

Cryptocurrency is worth to make life of its owners 

better. AKAIITO is offering You start to use Your 

cryptocurrency same effectively as You are using fiat 

money from Your wallet. 

Make Your life more convenient, use resources, which You 

have, step up to new level of life: join AKAIITO! 
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«Unseen red thread is uniting those, who meant to 

meet…»


